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PARAQUAD ASSOCIATION OF TASMANIA
Formed in 1990, the ParaQuad Association of Tasmania is a not-for-profit organisation and the leading voice within the
Tasmanian community for those people living with Spinal Cord Injury and other physical disability.
Our services include the provision of information, referral services, peer support, access information, advocacy and
educational programs. ParaQuad Tasmania’s programs and activities are supported by grants and funding from the Tasmanian
State Government, MAIB, local and national businesses as well as donations from the Tasmanian community.
The Association is committed to providing people living with spinal cord injury and physical disability independence through
improved choices, strong partnerships, community engagement and peer support.

OUR VISION & MISSION
Our vision: what we want to achieve...
To be recognised and sought after as a trusted leading voice, advocate and provider
of quality services to Tasmanians living with spinal cord injury and physical disability
Our mission: why we are here...
To assist Tasmanians with spinal cord injury and physical disability to achieve their
desired quality of life by providing a trusted voice, improving choice, building
partnerships to enhance services, offering information and education and engaging
the community.
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
The organisation found itself in a challenging position at the end of the previous year following the retirement of four
dedicated and respected members from the Committee of Management (CoM). David Cawthorn had been a long-standing
member of the committee and the previous Chairman. David has worked tirelessly on local, state and national access issues
for many years in the disability sector. David’s contribution assisting the disabled community was recognised last year when
he was awarded the MAIB Community Award. Jenny Stanzel had acted in various roles on the committee over her many
years of service and brought a wealth of experience from her previous work in the disability, health and government sectors.
Bevan Williams had joined the board some years ago when the organisation Wheelchair Sports Tasmania, which he founded,
merged with ParaQuad Tasmania. Bevan’s expertise in local business and management was a huge asset to ParaQuad
Tasmania. The final departure from the CoM was Malcom McDonald, despite only a brief tenure on the CoM Malcom made
an impact on the organisation, guiding and advising new strategic and fundraising plans. On behalf of the current CoM, staff
and members I would like to thank and acknowledge the outstanding work of these four people who gave the organisation
countless hours of their time and expertise over many years.
The challenging situation was further compounded by the retirement of our Executive Officer, Greg Perry. Greg had been
coerced out of retirement some years before stepping into this role after the sudden resignation of the former manager
of PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies. Greg’s knowledge, enthusiasm and empathy for the cause took our organisation to a
whole new level. While Greg was mainly employed to manage PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies, Greg took on the role of
fostering and improving all facets of the organisation. Following Greg’s departure, the CoM made a considered decision to
restructure the staffing to have separate managers for both the commercial operation of PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies
(Steve Burdon) and the management of member and community services under the ParaQuad banner including Physical
Disability Sports, Glenn Moore units, community and school’s education programs (Carmel Clark). The fact that Greg was
able to carry most of this work on his own prior to the restructure is further testament to the magnitude of his contribution
to the organisation.
Finally, on departures it would be remiss of me not to mention the outstanding service of Kerrie Chilcott. Kerrie retired last
year and for long as I can remember she was the face of the organisation at the Tolosa Street office. I’m sure many of you
would have all had contact with Kerrie at some point in time and seen her smiling face, experienced her passionate and
caring nature or heard her kind words. Nothing was ever a trouble to Kerrie and I saw her on many occasions go out of her
way or work out of hours to provide assistance to our members or clients staying at the Glenn Moore Units. I hope you are
enjoying your retirement Kerrie and you must be keeping very busy because those scones promised for morning tea at the
office are still yet to materialise.
I would like to sincerely thank our Committee of Management for 2018 in Tim Marks, Jim Busby, Harold “Bomber” Brown,
David Carpenter and Jan Dunsby for their service and support during the past year. Understanding that it was a crucial year
for implementing stability into the organisation they were more than happy to donate more of their time to the introduction
of monthly meetings and other presentations and briefing from external parties during the year. I would also like to single
out Jim Busby for the countless hours that he put in managing the finances of the organisation and providing expertise in this
space. Jim also chairs the newly established Finance, Audit and Risk subcommittee.
As to our achievements and activities in 2018 I have tried to keep you updated throughout the year in my monthly column in
“Paraview”. Without going into great depth in this report I will say that it has been a successful year in terms of consolidation
and building a sound platform for the future. PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies has shown steady but pleasing growth in
figures and the CoM are more than aware of the great work done by Steve, Marnie and the staff at PQ who have toiled
manfully under difficult circumstances throughout the year. It is hoped that the purchase and implementation of new
communication and IT services at the site will make their tasks much easier and more efficient in the coming years.
The upgrade of our governance structure was also an important issue this year that had to be addressed for us to go forward.
A commercial business review, new and updated Policies and Procedures Manual and an updated draft constitution were
all established. All of this was achieved at no cost to the organisation thanks to various grants gained for this purpose. I
hope you all take the opportunity to read through the new constitution prior to the AGM and provide feedback us with any
suggestions or concerns.
Our long-awaited Continence Assessment Pilot Project is up and running. ParaQuad has partnered with CareForward to
provide a facility, expertise and equipment to have a service available to Tasmanians who have a requirement in this area.
Equipment has been purchased, an MOU with CareForward established and full services are scheduled to be underway in
September 2018.
In the sports space we were able to establish a partnership with a local table tennis club at the YMCA to provide a disability
sports hub in the Glenorchy area. The aim is to provide more sporting and recreation opportunities for people with a disability
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
in a central venue with flexible time frames. Options at the centre will be 3 on 3 wheelchair basketball, indoor bowls, boccia
and table tennis. Some groups are already utilising the facility with numbers and interest growing as word spreads. Kevin
and his team have had a solid year in the sports space with many of our programs beginning to grow and flourish. Thanks to
Kevin and Joe for their efforts during the year and a big thanks to Jamie Elphinstone who continues to do outstanding work
on the North West Coast and Ben Winwood in Launceston.
Thanks go to new staff member Richard Jones for his work updating the Wheelie Good Guide and working with members in
the peer support space.
A lot of time during the year was spent by the CoM and ParaQuad staff in preparing the organisation for the implementation
of various aspects of the National Disability and Insurance Scheme (NDIS). Some of the new changes affect not only the
provision of services to our client base at PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies but also many other areas of operation that
affect our member services. To best prepare ourselves for these changes the CoM and staff have been engaged in various
workshops and meetings with consultants and government agencies to ensure we are in the best possible position to serve
and advise our members in the NDIS space. It appears at time of writing that the upcoming roll out of the Information
Linkages and Capacity building (I.L.C.) programs in Tasmania in 2019 is under review. The ILC is a component of the National
Disability and Insurance Scheme (NDIS) that provide grants to organisation such as us to establish programs to assist people
living with a disability to live ordinary lives.
Glenn Moore Units are steadily gaining in occupancy rates with further utilisation by members, respite providers, interstate
and overseas guests. Credit must go to Carmel and Georgia for their innovations in this area as well as their day to day
running of the Tolosa Street office and associated activities.
In closing I would like to thank our major sponsors, The Tasmanian State Government, MAIB as well as the other organisations
and individuals that have supported us financially or give of their time during the year. Again, thanks to our staff, CoM and
supporters who have worked this year to establish the platforms I spoke of earlier. Now we have sound platform in place it
is our aim to launch this organisation into a new and exciting era and to provide you, the members, the best support and
services we possibly can.
Roger Massie
Chairman- ParaQuad Association of Tasmania
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TREASURER’S REPORT
The financial year was one of operational and change and consolidation and it is pleasing to see these changes leading to an
improvement in the Associations financial performance during the year. Bottom line performance improved from a loss of
$48,163 in the prior year to a $36,825 profit this year.
The most significant change was the decision to split the senior management of the Association into two distinct roles. As
a result, a general manger for the Commercial business (PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies) was recruited and employed in
September and the role of the Association Coordinator was expanded to Association Manager tasked with overseeing the
non-commercial aspects of the Association.
PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies (PQTHS)
PQTHS is the commercial arm of the Association and all profits it generates are used to help underwrite the mission and
objects of the Association in helping Tasmanians with physical disability. The employment of a general manager tasked with
leading PQTHS has seen a significant improvement in the profits generated, through a combination of improved sales, up
$67,700 year on year and more significantly improved profit margins largely achieved through negotiating better pricing
arrangements with suppliers.
Expenses before salaries were down on last year mainly due to lower marketing expenses and office and warehouse costs.
This has been achieved through a process of evaluating the worth of various operational costs and reducing or eliminating
those where it has been opportune to do so.
Another significant growth factor has been the number of NDIS customers we now are servicing and includes plan
management as well as product supplies. This growth has also seen some increase in costs, particularly in staff time required
to manage our NDIS customer plans and processing claims for products supplied. The Government’s NDIS information,
claims and reporting system continues to be a frustration and is cumbersome to work with.
Staff costs were up 5% year on year, mainly due to award wage increases, some extra staff resourcing to address some
legacy system issues and an increase in leave provisioning. The system issues are exacerbated by the limitations of the
Associations current financial computer system which does not meet our current operational needs. Investigations into
alternative systems that meet current and anticipated future requirements are well underway and will require a significant
but necessary investment to implement. Amortisation costs are for the leasehold improvements at Albert Road undertaken
last year.
ParaQuad Office and Advocacy (PQA)
Generous grants from the Department of Community, Sport & Recreation, Department of Health and Human Services and
MAIB significantly funded ongoing advocacy, peer support, information services and education (BodySafe) activities. The
Association also received $10,000 from the CommBank Foundation, to be used for disadvantaged youth. This has been
credited to a pre-paid funds account to be used in tailored programs in the coming year.
Another significant source of financial and in-kind support were NDIS readiness grants to provide funded external resources
aimed at assisting service providers and not for profits like ParaQuad Tasmania to ensure policies and procedures, risk
management practices and governance are contemporary and set up in a way to operate in an NDIS environment.
The Association was diligent in applying to receive such support during the year which included a complete review and update
of its Policy and Procedures manual, the development of an ongoing policy and risk management review process and an
implementation plan for these. These are anticipated to be completed soon, adopted and rolled out in the coming months.
Grants also included in-kind funds to support an external operational review of PQTHS which has now been completed. The
report made several recommendations which are being implemented as resources allow.
Operating costs were well down on the previous year mainly due to lower maintenance costs, no internal charge for
Executive Officer management ($16,418 last year), lower office and travel costs, and reduced marketing costs, the latter
achieved through more prudent spending and greater use of social and electronic media. Also, some expenses previously
costed to PQA such as rates, cleaning labour, and booking costs were allocated to Glenn Moore Units to better reflect the
true operating costs of the units.
Offsetting this was a higher investment in people with salaries up approximately $25,000. This investment has increased
the skill level within the Association and set it up to better meet the challenges ahead. A comprehensive review of the
Association’s assets and change in depreciation method resulted in an increase in the depreciation expense for the year. All
depreciation is now based on the prime cost method and the rate used for each asset better reflects their remaining useful
lives. It should be noted this has no impact on the cash position for the year.
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TREASURER’S REPORT
Glenn Moore Units (GMU)
Pleasingly unit occupancy was up for the year due to targeted marketing and a more pro-active approach to promoting the
units. This has resulted in increased rental income of approximately $13,000 year on year. Costs were up for the year due
to the above-mentioned redistribution of costs, higher maintenance costs, and higher cleaning and laundry costs resulting
from higher occupancy.
Physical disability Sports Tasmania (PdST)
A grant from the Tasmanian Government, up approximately $10,000 from the previous year, significantly funded this
important sector of the Association. This generous funding along with higher income from sports engagements enabled the
expansion of sports activities during the year along with a much-needed upgrade in sports equipment.
Higher staff costs were the result of employing additional people to improve and increase various programs throughout the
state particularly in the North and North West. Travel and vehicle costs were up about $3,500 as a result of the increase in
activities, and updated vehicle signage. Boccia costs were down year on year due to the Boccia team being able to fund their
own competition costs during the year.
Balance Sheet
Overall the Association’s balance remains strong with a good net asset position. Cash reserves improved, mainly due to
the resulting net profit and reduced Inventory and debtor balances. This puts the Association in a sound position to meet
the financial challenges ahead. The provision for obsolete stock was increased by $5,000 to cover some increase in slower
moving stock during the year, an area which should improve with an upgraded finance system.
Asset purchases totalled $34,785, comprising $10,698 for PQTHS, $13,386 for PQA, $1,331 for GMU and $9,390 for PdST.
The bulk of PQTHS purchases were for additional shelving and racking for the warehouse along with some computer
replacements. The bulk of PQA purchases were for equipment to support the Continence Program. This was funded via
a grant from the Department of Health and Human Services as part of establishing a pilot program for the provision of a
continence assessment service. The bulk of PdST purchases were for 2nd hand sports wheelchairs, which were in good
condition and represented a significant discount off new. During the year we sold the blue Ford station wagon, which was
surplus to requirements, for a modest book proft. This has resulted in a more productive use of the remaining Commodore
wagon.
Staff, Volunteers and Donors
I thank our sponsors and donors for their generous financial support during the year, in particular the Tasmanian Government,
MAIB and the Commbank Foundation. Such support has enabled the Association to further develop and expand its programs
and activities. I also thank our staff and volunteers for their dedication and hard work, which enable significant achievements
to be reached during the year.
The Future
The coming year is shaping up to be a dynamic one financially. Significant investment in improving our financial computer
system will be required if we are to be geared up to meet current and future ICT needs. An investment in capacity building
is also likely, particularly as part of the PQTHS review recommendations and should improve the financial contribution the
commercial arm of the Association is able to make longer term. This will become crucial in the coming years with 2018-19
being the final year of Department of Health and Human Services advocacy and information funding because of the NDIS
roll out.
The potential to further increase the occupancy rate of the Glenn Moore Units, in areas such as respite care, is an opportunity
to see these valuable assets utilised by more people with physical disability. We are fortunate that our hard work has resulted
in ongoing grant funding from the Department of Community, Sport and Recreation and MAIB at an increased level for 201819 which is greatly appreciated. This includes an assurance of funding for PdST for a further 3 years to 2021.
NDIS will continue to provide challenges and opportunities. The NDIS environment is very competitive with some large
National players competing in the same space as ParaQuad and it is important we continue to address this challenge and
highlight our points of difference. Thankyou to our auditors, Bentleys Tasmania for their service, and I recommend we tender
for these services in the coming year as it is now 5 years since this was last done. Finally, thanks to my fellow committee
members for their support and Marnie Bosworth for keeping our books in good order.
Jim Busby
Treasurer - ParaQuad Association of Tasmania
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ASSOCIATION MANAGER’S REPORT
This past year has been one of purposeful evolution for ParaQuad Tasmania.
It’s also been a year of continuous improvement, innovation and resourcefulness that has resulted in organisational
efficiencies whilst at the same time achieving increased services to members and the community.
We fondly farewelled long serving, retiring staff members and engaged new staff to streamline administration, introduce
contemporary communication platforms and deliver a range of services to members and the community at large.
The use of social media platforms to share news and achievements has been very successful. It has allowed us to reach out
to more and more people with spinal cord injury, physical disability and further educate the general community on matters
related to spinal cord injury prevention and respectful interactions with people with physical disability. At the time of writing
a new and interactive website is being tested and will be live by the AGM date.
We have focussed on gathering feedback from members, clients and stakeholders to assist us to plan and implement
programs and services to better meet their needs. Via targeted surveys, general feedback from staff talking to members,
clients and stakeholders we now have an excellent database from which draw on when considering potential opportunities.
Our aim in the coming year is to improve our flexibility to be a more active driver in responding to community, sector,
legislative and environmental changes. To that end we are evolving our strategies in many areas including the development
of a new Strategic Plan to guide the Committee of Management (the Committee) into the future.
Strengthening the Association’s governance has been a priority during 2017 / 2018. A comprehensive new Policy and
Procedures Manual covering Finance, Governance, Human Resource Management and Workplace Health and Safety is now
in its final stages. This has been a significant piece of work for the Association to undertake with the support of a consultant
funded through an NDIS Readiness Grant. Included in this piece of work has been the development of a Governance and
Audit Framework and Organisational Capability Assessment along with a Commercial Review of PQ Tasmania Healthcare
Supplies. The robust new governance and compliance regime ensures the Association is fully prepared to operate in an NDIS
environment.
The Association has been active in the Advocacy space through:
-

David Cawthorn’s representation of ParaQuad Tasmania on the new Parliament Square access case
David Cruse’s representation of the Association’s views on the Clarence Access Committee
Invitation to be a member of a consultation working group being established by the Department as part of 		
developing a new national disability framework to replace the National Disability Strategy 2010 -2020.
Submission to the draft Glenorchy Parking Strategy 2017-2027
Input into the Consumer Voice Project
Partnership’s with Disability Sports Australia and the Australian Spinal Injury Alliance
Meetings with the Anti-Discrimination Commissioner

I am pleased to report on our progress toward the successful achievement of some of the strategic objectives for
2017/2018/2019 as outlined in the 2017 – 2021 Association’s Strategic Plan:

Identify best fit for ParaQuad Tas in NDIS environment

Organisational preparedness as outlined above

Prepare for NDIA’s ILC Jurisdictional Funding opportunities

Facilitating and attending workshops conducted by
Disability Services Consultants to understand the ILC
Commissioning process and develop potential programs /
partnerships that meet the Commissioning criteria

Conduct audit of policy framework

New Policy and Procedures Manual, Governance and Audit
Framework completed

Introduce fully resourced continence support service

In partnership with CareForward the Continence Advisory
Pilot Project has commenced
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ASSOCIATION MANAGER’S REPORT
Conduct strategic review of PQ Healthcare business

Commercial Review of PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies
completed, approved by the Committee of Management
and recommendations being implemented

Conduct review of Constitution

Draft Constitution approved by Committee of Management
to be tabled at the 2018 AGM

Introduce and resource a regular e-bulletin

ParaView is now a monthly e – newsletter.

The Association is in a sound financial position with recurrent funding confirmed and new funding streams identified. After
a year of intense internal strategic focus, we are now looking forward to using those solid platforms to deliver new and
improved services to our members.
In conclusion I would like to thank the Association staff members who have worked so diligently and passionately over the
past year to deliver quality services to our members. Thank you - Kevin Faulkner, Georgia Hardy, Joe Chivers, Richard Jones,
Munaseb Gerezgher, and Kerrie Chilcott (retired). Our dedicated volunteers allow us to deliver low cost programs state-wide,
a special mention goes to Jamie Elphinstone and Harold “Bomber” Brown from this group.
Carmel Clark
Association Manager- ParaQuad Association of Tasmania
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PQT HEALTHCARE SUPPLIES REPORT
It’s been a very interesting period for PQTHS this year. Having jumped on board last year at the AGM I got to quickly see what
worked and importantly what may be improved. The potential for the business is exciting. Being determined as a group will
see us secure bigger contracts and show the public that PQTHS is a key player in its market!
Internally we identified what operational areas we need to improve and have commenced working on those. I’m very
passionate about enabling staff to contribute to the businesses successes while being mindful of the need for capacity and
capability improvement. Personnel in any business are paramount to its success and future training and development will
be a focus.
Our existing computer finance systems are no longer suitable for our ongoing needs. We have reviewed several potential
replacement systems and will be making a final selection very soon. We’ve identified the key elements that require attention
across the next 3-6 and 12-18months and a new system will be targeting to address these, to the benefit of all our stakeholders.
The healthcare sector is changing and forever growing. Our last nine months has seen pleasing growth with some record
months of trade. We’ll focus on better supplier relationships and growth in areas if further opportunity arises. The newer
categories we’ve introduced are already getting some attention from our existing client base and marketing across the year
will help value add to our new and existing customer base.
A new retail area, adjoining our current location is planned to be opened shortly. The improved layout and lines on offer will
help further provide our business with a blueprint for the future and potential other business areas for growth.
Across the year we’ve had great feedback from businesses requesting more support with product promotion and importantly
from a service level. The link to a friendly face whose focus is their business will start to see our model move in a better
experience for all.
Key Points
•
Sales figures budgeted to grow by 10% this coming year.
•
Existing Suppliers focus, growth areas in Cleaning Products, Janitorial Supplies, Paper products, Packaging bags.
Supported by strong brands, Tena, Hartmann, Convatec, Sabco, Tailored Packaging, Caprice, Kimberley Clark, 		
Northfork.
•
Sales Manager to start to support existing suppliers and sell the business and service element with a key focus on
our own product.
•
Finance system major upgrade which will help improve customer service, inventory management, and product
procurement, along with process efficiency. Improved technology will be vital for gearing up for			
potential government business.
NDIS
Our year from September to July has seen steady growth in this space. Our clientele (participants) dealings are increasing
every month. The work required around this is very time consuming. From managing the expectations, needs, wants it’s a
forever changing beast! The scheme if treated correctly will help maintain a healthy position for our business.
Our cross over into product recommendation is an interesting focus to look at moving forward. We have the potential to
help manage and or support plans, this can have major impacts on clients, both positive and negative. Our focus is on best
needs and what will help improve all aspects of their life and importantly supporting family or carers. In the future I see
the business having an “NDIS team” that can help arrange continence assessments and liaise with coordinators around the
product supply and importantly support.
Key Points
•
NDIS growth will continue, system and management will continue to need investment.
•
Focusing on the little things will help improve service and help build more meaningful relationships.
•
Personnel is key, work smarter not harder, so investment in people will help achieve internal goals.
It’s certainly been a very challenging year with changes a plenty. I’d like to thank all the staff for the effort they put in. It’s a
great tribute to those who put in the extras all the time. Across the year I like to keep the kitchen area stocked and the coffee
and tea flowing!
I’d like to acknowledge staff who have moved on over this time. It’s important to reflect on the contribution they made to
the business whilst with PQTHS, and we thank them for their time and effort.
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PQT HEALTHCARE SUPPLIES REPORT
Lastly, I’d like to thank the PQA Chairman, Treasurer and Committee. I appreciate the support and acknowledgement of what
the business has achieved in such a small time since I’ve started. It’s amazing how time fly’s when you having….fun, yep!! Its
hard work but it’s very enjoyable and rewarding at the same time. I’m certainly proud to work for PQ Tasmania and what it
means to our family.
Steve Burdon
Manager- PQ Tasmania Healthcare Supplies
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PHYSICAL DISABILITY SPORTS TASMANIA REPORT
A focus of the PDST team in 2017/18 has been restructuring our sport and recreation programs to increase our profile state
wide. We have introduced a new K -Sport roster system incorporating appropriate activities from other organisations to
provide a variety of experiences for participants.
Our energies have also been focused on re invigorating activity in the North West, introducing new activities and supporting
existing to grow.
Some of the new sports we have offered are Wheelchair Tennis, Taekwondo, Table Tennis and a variety of wheelchair sports
and fun activities at Moonah Basketball stadium. The K Sport program gives children with physical disABILITY the opportunity
to try different sports with their peers and focus on having fun while developing new skills and a can-do attitude.
An integral component of the K Sport program is Camp ABILITY which was last year held at Camp Banksia, Port Sorell. Five
campers stayed overnight and one day visitor came on the Saturday of the Camp. Camp ABILITY gives children with physical
disability the opportunity to try new sports and form friendships with their peers from around the state. The next Camp
ABILITY will be held on the 2-4 November 2018 at Blue Lagoon Dodges Ferry.
ParaQuad Tasmania 2018 Boccia State Titles
The ParaQuad Tasmania 2018 Boccia State Titles were held at Elphin Sports Stadium in Launceston on April 21-22, 2018. Ten
local and interstate athletes competed in this year’s titles. Individual games were played on Saturday and the medal games
on Sunday. The titles gave Tasmanian athletes the opportunity to compete against nationally ranked players and those
athletes new to Boccia the chance to compete at a state level. The 2019 titles will be held in Launceston March 29-31, 2019.
Many thanks to Ro Blaney and Saskia Ascui for their help in making the titles a success. ParaQuad continues to grow Boccia
in the state with several groups in each of regions. Thanks to Ro Blaney and Saskia Ascui Launceston and Jamie Elphinstone
Burnie for their tireless work over the past year developing Boccia in their region. In Hobart ParaQuad has formed a regular
group on Thursday at the Northern suburbs Table Tennis Centre with two new players testing their skills against national
medallist Lily Kelly. Hopefully this is a pathway for the new players to the 2019 State Titles.
Boccia Australia Nationals
Two athletes travelled to Sydney to compete in the Boccia Australia Nationals. Saskia Ascui attended the nationals as a
referee.
Wheelchair Australian Rules Football
ParaQuad supported a team to attend the National Wheelchair Australian Rules Football Championship in Melbourne. The
team finished with a silver medal runner up to South Australia for the second year. There were teams from Victoria, South
Australia, Australian Defence Forces and the RSL. ParaQuad is working closely with AFL Tasmania to develop the new and
exciting game of Wheelchair Australian Rules Football in Tasmania.
Sports Program
We continue to look for opportunity to expand our sports program, 3 on 3 Wheelchair Basketball is now being played in both
Hobart and Launceston. This form of basketball is fast and exciting for all levels of players.
Our southern 8 ball and darts program has been successfully relocated to the Claremont RSL Club. Both activities are run on
alternate Saturdays with regular competitions and opportunities for social events. Wheelchair Tennis ran over six weeks at
the Domain Tennis Centre and was a popular addition to this year’s program for both juniors and seniors.
Wheelchair Sports in Schools is a popular educational activity for students in high schools and colleges, the focus is on
respectful interactions and understanding the needs of people with physical disability. Schools are now incorporating this
activity along with the BodySafe Education Program into their annual HPE schedule.
The Athlete Development Fund has been revamped to give assistance to more athletes with physical disability. Grants
are now able to be applied for year-round rather than two short application periods. Grants have been dispersed to help
members attend international sporting events and secure the equipment needed to participate in their chosen sport.
Matt Bugg was awarded the Keith Knox Memorial Award for outstanding performance in Para Sailing. Matt was presented
his award at the 2017 Annual General Meeting. Congratulations Matt.
Kevin Faulkner
Sports Development Coordinator- ParaQuad Association of Tasmania
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THE YEAR THAT WAS IN SPORT
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDING 30TH JUNE 2018
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OUR SUPPORTERS & SPONSORS
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